Warning
This is boring

For more information scan
the QR Code or visit
winetasmania.com.au/biosecurity
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Tasmanian wine is some of the best
in the world. We grow grapes on an
amazing little island at the edge of
the world, south of the Mainland
(that’s what we call the rest of
Australia
). But we need your
help. Follow these steps to ensure
we can continue to grow and craft
outstanding and delicious wine for
you.

Please do not ever enter a vineyard
Your shoes and clothes could have
microscopic pest or diseases that could
destroy our vines, and remember that these
are “working” vineyards, with work safety
procedures and requirements.
Always ask before entering, be aware that
you may not receive permission to do so you can always get that selfie photo from
outside the vineyard...

Stay on the Roads and Paths
If you are visiting one of our great Tassie wine
producers, head straight to the cellar door.
Have a chat with our friendly cellar door
staff - they know everything there is to know
about their patch of earth, plus they have
wine!!!

Can I walk down the vine rows now?
No. There are only a few occasions when you
are permitted to walk in a vineyard, in order
to comply with work safety procedures and
to minimise risks to the vineyard. If you are
given permission by an authorised person,
you must have undertaken the following:

Together we can all
keep enjoying Tasmania’s
outstanding wines.
Thank you and cheers...

Washed your shoes in an approved foot bath
(this kills the nasties
), or need to be
wearing boots or boot covers supplied by the
cellar door (ask if they have these), and;
Have registered your contact details
(just like Covid19 tracing).

